
The Tree

Cages? Don't have.
Just look at the sky

'nd watch the birds fly.

August 1969. "One small step for man..." 

The epic words still echoed in our heads as we stared at the crescent summer moon.

A giant leap for us all, indeed: the first Japanese master just landed in Lisbon to lead the very first 

Karate course in Portugal. And what an amazing parallel with Japan: in this western cape of 

continental Europe, Karate didn't begin neither with competition, nor sportive contests, it began 

exactly as it was introduced fifty years before, in Japan mainland, by Funakoshi O-Sensei: as a Way

of Life, as Karate-Do Shotokai.

Mr. Mario Rebola, Mr. Alexandre Gueifao, and a little more than a dozen enthusiasts who had 

begun practicing Karate in Portugal, in 1963, at Academia de Budo, were standing at Lisbon airport,

waiting for Murakami Tetsuji Sensei – the man who had introduced Karate in western Europe, 10 

years before.
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The decades following this first contact were of expansion – the number of practitioners quickly 

attained thousands – but also definition – portuguese Karate split in two main currents:

 Traditional Karate-do leaded by Associação Shotokai de Portugal (ASP), guided by Nihon 

Karate-do Shotokai1;

 Sportive Karate leaded by Nihon Karate Kyokai (JKA) and similar organizations which 

promoted Karate as a sport.

Like a tree firms its roots deep into the soil, ASP grounded more and more into the principles of 

Budo, nurtured by the steady hand of Murakami Sensei, expanding its branches to North (with Mr. 

Antonio Cacho and Mr. Fernando Sarmento), to the South (with Mr. Raul Cerveira and myself), to 

the East into the country (with Mr. Firmino Ascensao), and later on to the West towards the Atlantic 

islands (with the impulse of Mr. Manuel Ceia). In 1976, by the time of the first formal visit of NKS 

to Portugal, Egami Sensei was amazed by the exuberant flourishing of ASP: more than 1000 

Karate- do Shotokai students received him in Lisbon. I was 18 years old and never forgot the 

feeling of shaking Egami Sensei's hand personally.

As a consequence of this growth, Shotokai tree in Portugal began to sprout up new branches: 

 in 1978, Mr. Raul Cerveira created a new association – APKD – and became a disciple of 

Harada Mitsusuke Sensei, the big pioneer of Shotokai in South America (since 1955) and 

Northern Europe (since 1963);

 in 1980, Mr. António Cacho, Mr. Antonio Cunha and Mr. Manuel Alves, and two years later,

also Mr. Manuel Ceia, created a new association – ABAM – and adhered to the leadership of

Hiruma Atsuo Sensei, the big pioneer of Shotokai in Southern Europe and Latin America.

Tragedy struck Shotokai tree with the death of Egami Sensei in 1981. And six years later, in 1987, 

Murakami Sensei – aged only 59 – left ASP orphan, along with many other European organizations.

Nevertheless ASP – Shotokai Portuguese main branch – kept resolute, and in May 1994 – by the 

instance of the Commemorations of the 25th Anniversary of Shotokai in Portugal – ASP received 

Yanagisawa Motohiro Sensei in Portugal. At this occasion ASP inaugurated its Headquarters, in the 

city of Almada, and published the first historical book in Portugal about the genesis of Karate-do. I 

still remember, quite vividly, how honored I felt by receiving the blessing of Yanagisawa Sensei on 

1 ASP affiliated officially to NKS in 1982, but in 1968 Murakami Sensei became a disciple of Egami Shigeru Sensei. 

So, from the date of its practical foundation, in 1969, this association always followed NKS orientation.
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my recent nomination as National Technical Coordinator of ASP, the position I am still occupying.

This NKS visit acted as fertilization to the Portuguese Shotokai tree and a decade (1994-2004) of 

prosperity, reinforcement and collaboration began in ASP: 

 Stronger roots were established with NKS, mainly via Mr. Mario Rebola;

 Friendship relations were reinforced with other European Shotokai trees (namely in France 

and Italy) but also in South America (SKB in Chile) organizing in 2003, in Portugal, the 

First Shotokai International Meeting;

 Regional Branches grew stronger throughout the country, namely in the Northern Region, by

Mr. Fernando Sarmento, and in the Eastern Region, by Mr. Firmino Ascensão, Mr. Manuel 

Banha and Mr. Jose Luis Mansos;

 and at the top of the tree, ASP received government recognition for the work done at 

Portuguese Karate Federation2 concerning the Training Courses for Instructors.

The last decade (2005-2015) of development of ASP was characterized by a stronger rooting on the 

origins of Karate-do, NKS:

 it all began in May 2005 with the first course of Takizawa Yoshiharu Sensei to Portugal, 

which was reinforced by a second course, with stronger technical emphasis, in 2008;

 it continued with a visit of a delegation of nearly 30 practitioners to Honbu Dojo in 2009;

 and attained a summit with the visit of Vice-President of NKS, Mr. Kozono Masataka, along

with Takizawa Sensei in 2011, that permitted a better acknowledgment by NKS of the whole

body of Portuguese Shotokai tree, its trunk and branches. 

Symbolically by that occasion a cherry-tree was planted, by the NKS delegation, and watered by 

ASP leaders, at the garden in front of ASP Honbu Dojo and Headquarters.

Soon, in a sign of vitality, the Shotokai tree was expanding into new branches: PKS, ABSP and 

CECOM.

As the oldest and strongest branch of NKS in Portugal, ASP aim is to continue fostering Funakoshi 

O-Sensei spirit: Root deeply in Budo tradition and develop Karate-do to higher realms.

September, 2015

Jose Patrao

National Technical Coordinator of ASP

Official Representative of NKS for Portugal

2 Teaching of Karate in Portugal is strictly controlled by the government through Portuguese Karate Federation 

(FNK-P). Every Karate teacher must frequent a course, be affiliated to FNK-P and have a government license.
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